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Abstrat

As appliations exeuting in virtual mahine runtime

environments suh as the Java Virtual Mahine and

the .NET Common Language Runtime beome more

prevalent on desktop operating systems, this trend

raises the interesting question of the best model for

supporting multiple appliations in virtual mahine

environments. A natural model is to exeute eah

appliation in its own virtual mahine proess. How-

ever, multiple appliations ould also be exeuted in a

single virtual mahine proess by leveraging the pro-

tetion and seurity features of the programming lan-

guages used by the appliations. Exeuting within

a single virtual mahine proess makes it easier to

share ode and data and ommuniate among the

proesses.

In this paper, we present an intermediate model

for supporting multiple appliations in virtual ma-

hine environments for desktop operating systems.

We argue that appliations should take advantage

of the protetion features and resoure management

provided by the operating system and exeute eah

appliation in its own virtual mahine proess. How-

ever, to failitate ode reuse, redue appliation ini-

tialization time, and failitate interproess ommu-

niation among appliations in di�erent virtual ma-

hines, we propose extending virtual mahine imple-

mentations with the use of a shared lass ahe and

an eÆient serialization implementation optimized

for loal mahine interproess ommuniation. To

demonstrate and evaluate our approah, we desribe

the design and implementation of a shared lass ahe

and optimized lass serialization in the Java virtual

mahine, and evaluate our implementation using a

set of appliation and miro-benhmarks.

1 Introdution

The widespread adoption and use of the World Wide

Web has spawned a new lass of Internet appli-

ations on lient-server systems, from email to e-

ommere to down-loadable applets. To failitate de-

velopment and deployment, new programming lan-

guages suh as Java and C# and runtime environ-

ments suh as the Java Virtual Mahine (JVM) and

the .NET ommon language runtime (CLR) environ-

ment have been reated to support the portability, se-

urity, and rapid development requirements of these

appliations. Both Java and .NET are now widely

used to implement Web appliations on servers, and

are inreasingly being used for desktop appliations

on lients as well. In partiular, as Mirosoft tran-

sitions more of its appliations to the .NET CLR,

exeuting appliations in a managed runtime envi-

ronment, or virtual mahine, will beome the norm

rather than the exeption on lient-side desktop op-

erating systems. As an extreme, if Mirosoft adopts

the .NET CLR for all of its appliations, then nearly

all appliations exeuted on desktop omputers will

exeute within a virtual mahine.

Extensive use of virtual mahines for exeuting ap-

pliations on desktop operating systems raises the in-

teresting question of the best model for supporting

those appliations in virtual mahine environments.

A natural model is to exeute eah appliation in
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its own private virtual mahine and operating sys-

tem proess. This model requires no additional fun-

tionality, and leverages the existing protetion and

resoure management mehanisms of the operating

system to isolate appliations and manage resoures

aross appliations. In ontrast, a di�erent model is

to exeute many or all appliations in a single virtual

mahine proess [3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9℄. In this model, the

protetion and seurity provided by language features

are used to isolate and protet appliations within

the same proess address spae. One appliations

share a virtual mahine proess, they an also poten-

tially share ode (intermediate and/or native ode)

to save memory and lass initialization time [4℄ and

more eÆiently ommuniate with eah other, e.g.,

via regions supporting shared objets [5℄. However,

sharing a single virtual mahine makes it awkward to

inorporate native ode [11℄, and leaves appliations

vulnerable to bugs in the virtual mahine protetion

and seurity implementation [?℄.

In this paper, we present an intermediate approah

for supporting multiple appliations in virtual ma-

hine environments for desktop operating systems.

We argue that appliations should take advantage

of the protetion features and resoure management

provided by the operating system and exeute eah

appliation in its own virtual mahine proess. How-

ever, to failitate ode reuse, redue appliation ini-

tialization time, and failitate interproess ommu-

niation among appliations in di�erent virtual ma-

hines, we propose extending virtual mahine imple-

mentations with the use of a shared lass ahe and

an eÆient serialization implementation optimized

for loal mahine interproess ommuniation. To

demonstrate and evaluate our approah, we desribe

the design and implementation of a shared lass ahe

and optimized lass serialization in the Java virtual

mahine, and evaluate our implementation using a

set of appliation and miro-benhmarks. From our

evaluation, we �nd that ommon Java appliations

share up to 75% of their lasses, and show that a

shared lass ahe an redue appliation initializa-

tion time by up to 72{90%. We also show that a

lass serialization implementation optimized for loal

ommuniation an redue ommuniation osts by

fators of 2.5{12.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Se-

tion 2 disusses the tradeo�s between exeuting mul-

tiple appliations in single vs. multiple virtual ma-

hine environments. We then argue for an inter-

mediate approah that ombines the advantages of

both models using lass sharing and an eÆient im-

plementation of serialization for low-overhead inter-

proess ommuniation. Setion 3 then desribes our

lass sharing mehanism in detail, and demonstrates

its potential for improving lass loading times. And

Setion 4 desribes our serialization mehanism and

evaluates its e�etiveness at improving interproess

ommuniation. Finally, Setion ?? summarizes our

model and results.

2 Single vs. Multiple VMs

There are two models for exeuting multiple Java ap-

pliations. The �rst model is the single VM model

where all appliations exeute in a single virtual ma-

hine [3, 4, 5, 6℄. The seond model is the multiple

VM model where eah appliation exeutes in a sep-

arate virtual mahine [7, 8, 9℄.

The single VM model has better resoure utiliza-

tion than the multiple VM model [4℄, thereby redu-

ing the per-appliation overhead [5℄. The single VM

model redues appliation startup time, onserves

memory, and more easily provides eÆient interpro-

ess ommuniation [5℄. The single VM model also

provides multitasking without underlying operating

system support, thus it ould be used to exeute ap-

pliations on small devies suh as PDAs and ell

phones that do not have a multitasking operating sys-

tem.

On the other hand, the multiple VM model pro-

vides strong protetion for isolating appliations and

provides an eÆient environment to exeute native

ode

1

. The single VM model an be extended to

a multiple proess model to provide a safe environ-

ment for exeuting native ode, albeit awkwardly and

ineÆiently [11℄. As a result, the single VM model

requires repliation of some of the operating system

funtionality at user level [4, 5, 6℄ to provide strong

1

Native ode is ode that is written in a language other

than a type-safe language.
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appliation isolation. This dupliation of funtional-

ity unneessarily adds extra ost to appliation exeu-

tion time when ompared to the multiple VM model.

We argue that the best approah for exeuting mul-

tiple appliations in a virtual mahine environment

on a general purpose operating system is to run eah

appliation in a separate virtual mahine proess as

in the multiple VM model, and extend the virtual

mahine to inorporate features that provide the ad-

vantages of the single VM model in a multiple pro-

ess implementation. To motivate this intermediate

approah, the following setions desribe issues with

the single VM model, their performane impliations,

and how the multiple VM model an eÆiently ad-

dress them.

2.1 Native Code

Native ode is ode written in a language other than

a type-safe language, and is usually written in tra-

ditional unsafe languages suh as C and C++. In

the Java Virtual Mahine, native ode an aess any

data in the proess in whih it is exeuting, whereas

Java byte ode is limited in addressability by the

strong type-safe properties of the language. Thus,

exeuting the native ode of an appliation an be

harmful for other appliations in the single VMmodel

beause the native ode an aess and modify any

data of the other appliations that are running in

the same proess. One solution to this problem is to

exeute the native ode only if it is trusted ode, oth-

erwise terminate the appliation; this solution is used

in the safe mode of the .NET environment. However,

running untrusted ode is still a problem for the sin-

gle VM model.

A solution for exeuting untrusted ode in the sin-

gle VM model is to use another proess to run the un-

trusted ode [11℄. In ontrast, the multiple VMmodel

runs the untrusted ode and appliation in the same

proess. In the multiple VM model, the untrusted

ode an at worst harm itself beause it annot a-

ess data in other appliations as eah appliation

has its own address spae. Hene, this solution uses

the same mehanism, separate address spaes, as the

multiple VM model to exeute untrusted native ode.

Interproess ommuniation is used to ommuni-

ate between the appliation proess and the proess

running native ode in the single VM model. In-

terproess ommuniation is very ostly beause of

the dramati inrease in the number of swithes and

the ommuniation overhead. The overall e�et of

this overhead is an 8% - 880% inrease in the exeu-

tion time for the JVMSpe98 benhmark appliations

in omparison with the multiple VM model [11℄. In

summary, the single VM model ultimately uses the

same mehanism, the separate proess address spae,

as the multiple VM model to exeute the native ode

safely, but with high overhead.

2.2 Unintended Resoure Sharing

Even though the language type-safety prevents an

appliation from aessing the data in other appli-

ations, a maliious or buggy appliation an easily

degrade another appliation's progress by alloating

all available memory or using all available �le han-

dles, network handles or, in general, onsuming any

operating system resoure entirely in the single VM

model. Beause of these safety issues, the single VM

model requires rigid resoure management [5, 6, 12℄.

Ka�eOS [5℄ and J-kernel [6, 12℄ provide suh rigid

resoure ontrol mehanisms at the user level. How-

ever, the solution essentially re-implements the pro-

ess abstration at user level [5℄. Again, the multiple

VM model does not have these safety issues beause

eah appliation exeutes in its own address spae

and an appliation annot aess another applia-

tion's data. The overall overhead of this user level

proess abstration is up to a 7% inrease to the

appliation exeution times for JVMSpe98 benh-

mark programs in omparison with the multiple VM

model [5℄.

In a multi-user operating system, proess owner-

ship is used to ontrol resoure management. In the

single VM model, proess ownership annot be used

to manage operating system resoures beause all ap-

pliations are exeuting in a single proess. The mul-

tiple VM model does not have this problem. Any

oneivable solution to this problem in the single VM

model requires the notion of ownership at user level

whih is essentially re-implementing the operating

system funtionality at user level. Thus, any solu-

tion to this problem will likely add overhead to the

appliation exeution time.
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2.3 User Level Threads

User level threads pose another problem for the single

VM model. Some operating systems do not support

threads in the kernel. Hene, the virtual mahine

has to implement threads at the user level. In this

situation, the single VM model is very ineÆient be-

ause of the mismath between this model's notion of

onurreny, threads in a single proess, and the op-

erating system's notion of onurreny, proesses. In

e�et, the single VM model annot express the on-

urreny well and thereby pays a signi�ant penalty.

For example, in this situation a single page fault stops

all the appliations from exeuting. In general, any

bloking operation suh as reading/writing �le, a-

essing data from network, aessing data from any

other bloking devies by an appliation stops all

other appliations. On the other hand, the multiple

VM model notion of appliation mathes the operat-

ing system notion of appliation. Thus, the multiple

VM model eÆiently exploits the onurreny among

di�erent appliations to improve throughput [7℄.

2.4 Stati variable Semantis

A virtual mahine stores all the information about a

lass in a lass struture. This information inludes

stati variables that are de�ned in the lass. In the

single VM model, all appliations share these lass

strutures, thereby sharing stati variables among ap-

pliations. Although this sharing saves memory, it

violates the semantis of stati variables that should

guarantee that eah appliation has its own opy of

stati variables. Beause of this sharing, some appli-

ations may produe inorret results if the applia-

tion orretness depends on orret initial values of

stati variables. Hene, the single VM model has to

eliminate this sharing.

Solutions to this problem are to use a separate lass

loader for eah appliation [3℄, not to share lasses

that have stati variables [5℄, and providing a sepa-

rate opy of stati variables for eah appliation by

modifying the virtual mahine [4℄.

The lass loader is a mehanism that provides mul-

tiple name spaes for lass types in a single virtual

mahine. Hene, a user-de�ned lass loader [10℄ an

be used to provide a separate opy of stati variables

beause all lasses loaded by this lass loader are sep-

arate from other lasses in the virtual mahine. This

mehanism is used in web browsers to exeute ap-

plets. This solves the problem of providing separate

opies of stati variables. However, it eliminates ad-

vantages suh as a redution in appliation startup

time and memory savings.

Another solution that hanges the virtual mahine

is to provide a separate opy to eah appliation. Un-

fortunately, this approah inreases the appliation

exeution time 7% - 70% for JVMSpe98 benhmark

appliations [3, 4℄. The multiple VM model need not

worry about this issue beause eah appliation has

its own opy of stati variables. Again, the single

VM model dupliates operating system funtionality

at the user level, thereby inreasing the appliation

exeution time.

Overall, the single VM model either has to lose

funtionality or performane to exeute untrusted

ode, and it is not suitable for environments where

the underlying operating system does not support

threads in the kernel. The single VM model is also

not suitable for multi-user environment. Hene, the

single VM model is not suitable to run multiple appli-

ations on a general purpose operating system even

though it redues the appliation startup time, shares

resoures at runtime, and provides eÆient interpro-

ess ommuniation. A better approah is to use the

multiple VM model and try to ahieve the single VM

model advantages in the multiple VM model. Note

that these advantages are not inherent to the sin-

gle VM model, and the following setions desribe

various tehniques to ahieve the single VM model

advantages in the multiple VM model.

3 Class Sharing

The degree of lass sharing among appliations is the

fration of lasses that are ommon among two or

more simultaneously running appliations. In this

setion we show that the degree of lass sharing is

high for a set of ommon Java appliations, and

that ignoring this lass sharing property has signi�-

ant impat on appliation startup times. The single

VM model has the advantage of reduing appliation
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Program Desription

JavaSound Simple audio player

gfatory 2D Objet plotter

ieMail A mail lient

SwingSets Swing omponent browser

JVMSpe98 Applet running

this benhmark

Table 1: Desription of seleted programs

startup time beause it shares lasses among appli-

ations, whereas the multiple VM model does not

have suh an advantage. We then propose a new

tehnique, a shared lass ahe, to redue applia-

tion startup times in the multiple VM model, and

demonstrate its e�etiveness.

We seleted some ommonly used Java programs to

understand available lass sharing. Table 1 presents

the desription of these programs. We modi�ed the

Sun HotSpot virtual mahine [13℄ to ollet the in-

formation about lasses loaded by an appliation at

startup time. This information inludes the lass

name, its loader, and its size in memory. The modi-

�ed virtual mahine is used to run all appliations

listed in Table 1 without any options to identify

the lasses they load at startup time. We manu-

ally stopped appliations one they showed the initial

window beause we are interested only in lasses that

are loaded at the appliation startup time. Table 2

shows the number of lasses loaded by eah applia-

tion.

The degree of lass sharing for appliations x; y

is measured as the number of lasses y loads that

are already loaded by x. The degree of lass shar-

ing measures the number of appliation lasses that

are already loaded by previous appliations. For a

given number of appliations, average lass sharing

is measured as the average of lass sharing for all

permutations of appliations.

Table 3 presents average lass sharing for the ap-

pliations listed in Table 1. As expeted, the average

lass sharing inreases with the number of already

loaded appliations. The main reason for this is that

all the programs use standard libraries. For these

Java programs, on average 77% of an appliation's

Program Number of

Classes Loaded

JavaSound 1263

gfatory 1586

ieMail 1343

SwingSet2 1650

JVMSpe98 1241

Table 2: Number of lasses loaded by programs

Number of Already Already loaded

already loaded loaded lasses in

programs lasses perentage

1 882 62.3

2 1035 73.1

3 1075 75.9

4 1094 77.3

Table 3: Available sharing

lasses are already loaded if all of the four applia-

tions are exeuted before this appliation. The lass

sharing in this environment is signi�antly higher

than the available lass sharing in the web browser

environment [27℄.

3.1 The Experimental Environment

Table 4 presents the mahine on�guration and the

software used for the following experiments. All the

timings presented in this paper are average of ten

runs and an extra �ve runs are used to warmup the

ahe.

3.2 Class Loading Time and its Im-

pat on Appliation Startup Time

We de�ne appliation startup time as the time dif-

ferene between appliation start time and the time

OS Windows 2000 5.00.2195 Servie Pak 1

CPU Intel Pentium 4, 1.6GHz

RAM 512MB

JVM Sun Server HotSpot Virtual Mahine 2.0

JDK Sun JDK 1.3.01

Table 4: Mahine Spei�ation
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it is ready to take the input from user. This startup

time inludes the proess reation time, virtual ma-

hine initialization time, lass loading and initializa-

tion times, and the main thread exeution time to

draw the main window ompletely. The startup time

represents the user wait-time before the user an in-

terat with the appliation. All the seleted programs

have GUIs and these appliations do not aept any

input until they draw the initial window.

The Sun HotSpot virtual mahine is implemented

as a shared library and a startup program is used to

load this library. This startup program also initializes

the JVM, loads the appliation main lass, and then

passes ontrol to the appliation main method. This

initializing thread ats as the main thread for the

appliation. Usually GUI omponents reate other

threads to get user input. We modi�ed the startup

program to exit after the main thread �nishes its ex-

eution to measure the appliation startup time.

In order to measure the lass loading times, we

implemented a Java program that takes lass names

that are loaded by the appliation as input and mea-

sures the time to load these lasses. Using this pro-

gram, we measured the lass loading time for appli-

ations listed in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the results

of these lass loading times and appliation startup

times.

Eah bar in the �gure represents the overall ap-

pliation startup time and the lower part of the bar

indiates the lass loading time. Eah appliation is

assoiated with two bars in the �gure. The �rst bar

is the appliation startup time when lass �les are

not in the �le ahe, and the seond bar is the ap-

pliation startup time when lass �les are in the �le

ahe. The appliation startup times are very high

for these appliations even on a fast mahine, and

these times are high even when lass �les are in the

�le ahe. Furthermore, the lass loading time is a

major omponent of appliation startup time when

lass �les are not in the �le ahe as it onstitutes

31% - 65% of appliation startup time.

We know that a signi�ant number of appliation

lasses are already loaded by previous appliations

from the lass sharing experiments. Thus, one ould

exploit this available lass sharing to redue applia-

tion startup time. In fat, the single VM model very
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Figure 1: Class loading time impat on appliation

startup time

eÆiently eliminates the lass loading time beause

it shares lasses among all appliations and thereby

improves the appliation startup times. However, the

single VM model inreases appliation total exeu-

tion time beause of stati variable issue disussed

in Setion 2.4. File ahing is the only mehanism

that an take advantage of lass sharing among ap-

pliations in the multiple VM model. The standard

ode sharing failities o�ered by the operating sys-

tem, shared libraries, annot take advantage of the

lass sharing beause the lass �le format is not in

the exeutable format that is reognized by the op-

erating system to share ode aross proesses. Issues

in sharing dynami ode generated by JITs are dis-

ussed in the related setion.

The virtual mahine initialization osts an be

eliminated by forking an existing Java appliation

proess [7℄. The virtual mahine initialization time

is one of the omponents in the appliation startup

time. In the Java virtual mahine, this enompasses

proess reation time, the interpreter generation, ini-

tializing the virtual mahine data strutures, and

loading approximately 250 standard lasses used by

the virtual mahine. Here onwards this optimization

is referred to as the IBM optimization. This opti-

mization eliminates approximately 1.5 seonds from
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the appliation startup time when lass �les are not

in the �le ahe, and 100 milliseonds when lass �les

are in the �le ahe. This optimization saves 10% -

20% of the appliation startup time when lass �les

are not in ahe, and 1% - 5% when all lass �les are

in �le ahe for the above mentioned appliations.

This optimization ertainly redues the appliation

startup time. However, there are still a signi�ant

number of appliation-spei� lasses (80% - 83%

lasses for appliations mentioned in Table 1) that

need to be loaded at appliation startup time and

this optimization annot eliminate this lass loading

time overhead.

From Figure 1, we see that the �le ahe redues

68% - 90% of the lass loading time in omparison

with the ase when �les are not in the �le ahe be-

ause of ostly I/O operations. This shows that some

form of ahing is e�etive at reduing the applia-

tion startup time. However, the �le ahe may not

retain these lasses beause they an be ushed away

by other �le data [25℄. Class �les are very valuable to

redue the appliation startup times and they should

get higher priority than ordinary �les in the �le ahe.

Operating systems put exeutable �les in the virtual

memory ahe, whih is separate from the �le ahe.

Hene, exeutable �les get higher priority than the or-

dinary �les in the traditional operating system. How-

ever, lass �les do not get suh a privilege in the

multiple VM model beause they are not part of the

virtual memory ahe. The following subsetion de-

sribes a user level ahe mehanism, shared lass

ahing, that improves appliation startup time.

3.3 Class Cahe

One solution to minimize the appliation startup

time is to reate a user level ahe to store appli-

ation lasses using the shared memory mehanism

supported by the operating system. The virtual ma-

hine maps the shared region into its address spae as

part of its initialization. This lass ahing puts the

lass ode into the virtual memory ahe. As a result,

these pages get the same priority as traditional ode

pages.

In JVMs, lasses are stored in the heap as a java

objet. The JVM onstruts this lass objet when it

needs to load a new lass. The lass loading involves

Appliation Single Multiple

startup VM Model VM model

Component Optimization Optimization

Virtual

Mahine Yes IBM

initialization Optimization

ost

Class

loading Yes Class

Times ahing

Class

initialization No No

Time

Table 5: Appliation startup time omponents and

optimizations that eliminate or redue these osts in

both the single VM and multiple VM models

reading the lass �le, parsing the lass �le, verifying

the lass, and initializing stati variables. Ideally, one

would like to store these lass objets in the shared

region so that all other appliations an share these

lasses and get the same bene�ts as the single VM

model provides for lass sharing. However, this ap-

proah has the same problems, suh as stati variable

issues, as in the single VM model.

In our approah, the JVM stores lass summary

objets in the lass ahe that is similar to the JVM

lass objet. The lass loading proess is modi�ed

to look in the lass ahe �rst for the lass whenever

it needs to load a new lass. If the required lass

is in the lass ahe, it onstruts the lass objet

from the information stored in the lass ahe. If the

lass ahe does not have the required lass, the JVM

uses the regular method to load the neessary lass.

If the JVM loads the lass suessfully, it also on-

struts the summary objet and stores the summary

objet in the lass ahe. The JVM also skips the

veri�ation phase whenever it loads a lass from the

lass ahe beause the lass is already veri�ed when

it enters the lass ahe. The lass summary objet

has all the information as in the lass �le and extra

information that is omputed as part of lass loading.

This extra information inludes the itable that is used

to speedup the interfae method lookups, the vtable
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that is used to speedup the lass method lookups,

and the oop maps that are used at garbage olle-

tion time to identify objet pointers in objets of this

lass.

Our approah has two advantages over just relying

upon the �le system ahe. First, it saves spae in the

shared region beause the lass struture is smaller

than the lass �le. Seond, it speeds up the lass

parsing time.

Our approah saved most of the lass loading time

as in the single VM model exept the lass initial-

ization time that initializes stati variables. How-

ever, this lass initialization time annot be elimi-

nated even in the single VM model. The main rea-

son for this is that the lass initialization an exeute

any arbitrary user ode. Therefore, initial values of

stati variables depend on the entire virtual mahine

state. Hene, initial values of stati variables are not

ahable. Our approah uses more memory than the

single VM approah to store the lass summary ob-

jets, but in the desktop environment main memory

is abundant. Hene, trading memory for performane

is justi�able. Table 5 summarizes the various ompo-

nents of appliation startup time and optimizations

that eliminate or redue these omponent osts in

both single and multiple VM models.

The lass ahe has a �nite amount of memory and

simple LRU is used as a replaement poliy. Cahe

oherene is implemented using the �le modi�ation

event mehanism supported by many operating sys-

tems, inluding Windows 2000 and FreeBSD. An ex-

tra proess is used to maintain the lass ahe. This

extra proess is used to implement the IBM Opti-

mization to fork from a lean proess running a bare

virtual mahine. Here onwards this proess is referred

to as the skeleton proess. Any virtual mahine pro-

ess an load the lass into the lass ahe and it

also informs the skeleton proess about the loaded

lass. The skeleton proess registers with the oper-

ating system to get the noti�ation events whenever

any of the ahed �les are modi�ed. The skeleton

proess removes the modi�ed lass and all of its sub-

lasses from the ahe whenever it gets the modi�a-

tion event for a lass. The skeleton proess has to re-

move all sublasses of the modi�ed lass beause the

itable and vtable of sublasses depend on the modi-

�ed lass. If the operating system does not support

the �le modi�ation event then we ould store the �le

modi�ation time in the summary objet and this �le

modi�ation time an be used to validate staleness of

the lass ahe summary objet.

3.3.1 Implementation status

We implemented this shared memory based lass

ahing in the Sun HotSpot server virtual mahine

2.0 on the Windows 2000 operating system. Most

of the above design is implemented exept for the

modi�ation event mehanism. In the urrent imple-

mentation only itables and vtables sizes are saved.

3.4 Results

The programs in Table 1 are used to show the eÆay

of lass ahing on miro-benhmarks that load only

appliation lasses and on appliation startup times.

Figure 2 shows the lass loading time for programs

in Table 1. Eah bar represents the appliation lass

loading time. The �rst, seond, third, and fourth

bars show the appliation lass loading time when

lass �les are not in the �le ahe, when lass �les are

in the �le ahe, when lass �les are in the �le ahe

but not in the lass ahe, and when lass �les are

loaded from the lass ahe, respetively. The lass

loading time when lass �les are in the lass ahe

and not in the �le ahe are shown again in Figure 2

for ompleteness. We did not show the lass loading

osts for the single VM model beause it eliminates

all of these osts. The lass ahe improves lass load-

ing times 72% - 90% ompared with the ase when

lass �les are not in the �le ahe and it improves

4% - 15% ompared with the ase when lass �les

are in �le ahe for the appliations in Table 1. As

expeted, the lass ahe improves the lass loading

osts dramatially ompared to the ase when �les

are not in the ahe. Furthermore, the lass ahe

improves lass loading time even ompared to the �le

ahe.

Figure 3 shows the results of the appliation

startup time experiments. Eah bar in this �gure

shows the appliation startup time after applying

the IBM optimization. The �rst, seond, third, and

fourth bars show the appliation startup time when

lass �les are not in the �le ahe, when lass �les are
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Figure 4: Exeution times for JVMSpe98 benh-

mark programs

in the �le ahe, when lass �les are in the �le ahe

but not in the lass ahe, and when lass �les are

in the lass ahe, respetively. The �fth bar shows

the appliation startup time in the single VM model.

Class �les are loaded into the virtual mahine and

then the appliation main thread is exeuted to mea-

sure its startup time in the single VM model. The

appliation startup time in the single VM model is

a onservative estimate only. This is a onservative

estimate beause the single VM model eliminates the

lass veri�ation osts and we ould not eliminate

these veri�ation osts in our approah.

The overhead of lass opying into the lass ahe

is 0.3% - 6% ompared with the ase when lass �les

are in the �le ahe and, as the �gure shows, this

overhead very small. This ost is a one time ost and

it is amortized over all appliations that load this

lass.

The lass ahe redues appliation startup time

38% - 69% ompared with the ase when lass �les

are not in the �le ahe. More importantly, this lass

ahe improves appliation startup time 2% - 21%

ompared with the ase when lass �les are in �le

ahe. We are omparing our approah with the �le

ahe beause the �le ahe time gives the best ap-

pliation startup time that ould be ahieved using

existing mehanisms. As previously mentioned, this
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time is the most optimisti and may not always be

ahieved. Our approah always performs better in

omparison with the �le ahe, the most optimisti

ase. However, lass ahing is 9% - 38% more ostly

than the single VM model. As the �gure shows, the

appliation startup times using lass ahing in the

multiple VM model is within the order of appliation

startup time in the single VM model.

We used the JVMSpe98 benhmark programs

with the lass ahe to evaluate the performane im-

pliations of the lass ahe on long running pro-

grams. Figure 4 shows the total exeution time for

�ve of the spe98 benhmark programs. We ran

eah spe98 benhmark program (1) without the lass

ahe (the �rst bar for eah program shows this ex-

eution time), (2) with an empty lass ahe (the

seond bar), and (3) with all the required lasses in

the lass ahe (third bar). The JVMSpe98 benh-

mark programs load very few lasses (around 300{

400). As expeted, the impat of lass ahing is

very little (less than 1% improvement over the base

ase) and overhead of loading lass summary into the

lass ahe is also very little (less than 1%).

4 Inter Proess Communia-

tion

The single VM model laims to have the most eÆ-

ient interproess ommuniation among appliation

beause it allows appliations to pass objet refer-

enes among themselves [5℄. However, in pratie this

is not always possible beause of data oherene is-

sues. Most of the appliations on the desktop are

developed independently. Hene, passing an objet

referene to another appliation may lead to a state

where both appliations trying to aess the objet

at the same time may orrupt objet data, thereby

hampering the orretness of both appliations.

One solution is to make all methods of a lass syn-

hronized if there is a possibility of passing an objet

of the lass to another appliation. This solution is

not feasible beause one has to implement synhro-

nization on all methods of a serializable lass, whih

dereases the appliation performane unneessarily

and is not possible for older appliations that did

not have these synhronized methods implemented

already.

Thus, even in the single VM model, independently

developed appliations require some form of opying

to pass objets [4℄. The easiest way is to use the

Java serialization. However, the single VM model an

implement a more eÆient serialization mehanism.

There are two mehanisms for opying objets in

the Java environment and they are Java serialization

and loning. Java serialization serializes an objet

and all objets that an be aessed from the objet

into a stream, and the same mehanism an be used

to reonstrut an objet from the stream. Cloning is

another mehanism to opy objets within one JVM.

Cloning simply opies the objet but does not opy

the all objets that are aessible from the given ob-

jet. For simple array types that do not refer to any

other objets, loning and serialization are the same

in terms of funtionality.

In this setion, we ompare the Java standard se-

rialization with loning for opying simple array ob-

jets to show that serialization is very ineÆient for

loal ommuniation. The simple array type objets

are the easiest objets to serialize and serialization

needs to do at least the same amount of work for se-

rializing any other objet types. Hene, serialization

eÆieny results for the simple array type are also

appliable to other objet types. Comparing the se-

rialization ost with the loning ost for simple array

types estimates the amount of overhead of serializa-

tion. We emphasize again that, even in the single

VM model, loning is not useful for opying objets

that have referenes to other objets beause it does

not perform a deep opy and it does not provide any

data protetion. On the other hand, serialization is

designed to opy objets seurely aross appliations.

Hene, serialization has to be used to opy objets

between appliations in both single and multiple VM

models.

Table 6 shows the time to opy a simple integer ar-

ray using various opying mehanisms. All the times

in the table are miroseonds. The integer array size

is varied from 1 to 256KB. The seond olumn shows

opying osts for loning and the third olumn shows

the opying osts for standard serialization with a �le

as a stream bu�er. Beause using a �le introdues
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size loning Serialization Serialization

using a File using byte

array

1 0.010 0.282 0.122

2 0.010 0.280 0.114

4 0.010 0.300 0.122

8 0.008 0.292 0.117

16 0.010 0.329 0.127

32 0.010 0.308 0.149

64 0.009 0.336 0.164

128 0.010 0.395 0.224

256 0.013 0.336 0.137

512 0.018 0.354 0.157

1024 0.018 0.438 0.212

2048 0.028 1.137 0.297

4096 0.053 2.405 0.489

8192 0.083 2.855 1.472

16384 0.653 5.553 1.605

32768 0.899 13.73 6.330

65536 1.237 24.47 6.612

131072 7.058 50.11 15.33

262144 14.57 90.57 24.15

Table 6: Serialization osts for simple Int Arrays

(times are in miroseonds)

overhead, we also implemented a simple byte-array-

based stream bu�er to eliminate operating system in-

terferene. The fourth olumn shows opying osts

for standard serialization with the byte-array-based

stream bu�er. Cloning is one operation to reate a

new opy of an objet in the same proess whereas

serialization requires two operations, namely readOb-

jet, writeObjet, to do the same. All timings for se-

rialization in Table 6 are the ombined ost of read-

Objet and writeObjet operations.

As expeted, serialization using the �le performed

the worst of all three mehanisms. However, loning

performed an order of magnitude better than serial-

ization. Cloning performed 6 - 41 times better than

the standard serialization with the �le as bu�er, and

1.6 - 22 times better than the standard serialization

with byte array as a bu�er. This shows the need

for eÆient opying mehanisms in both single and

multiple VM models.

Muh of previous researh approahed this prob-

lem in the remote method invoation (RMI) ontext

beause serialization is a major overhead in RMI. A

nie summary of the previous work in this area is pre-

sented in [15℄. The major overhead in serialization is

opying osts to opy the data among di�erent bu�ers

and the usage of ostly lass introspetion primitives

to get objet type information and data. For exam-

ple, the standard serialization opies the data three to

four times among di�erent bu�ers to serialize a simple

array type depending on the stream bu�er. Not sur-

prisingly, most of improved implementations [15, 16℄

used their own bu�ering mehanisms to redue opy-

ing osts.

The lass introspetion ost an be avoided by us-

ing ustomized marshaling ode to marshal the ob-

jet data [16℄. However, this requires support from

the ompiler to generate the marshaling ode for eah

serializable lass. Hene, this optimization is not

feasible in pratie beause existing appliations do

not have this ode built-in and re-ompilation is not

always possible beause their soure ode may not

available for many appliations.

The Java virtual mahine (JVM) �rst opies the

simple type array into the C-heap area and then it

returns the address of this opy to the native ode

to aess simple array type elements. This extra

opy is eliminated if the JVM simply returns the

start address of the simple type array rather than

the opied array address [15℄. Hene, this approah

redues opying osts very e�etively for basi type

arrays. It thereby redues the serialization osts dra-

matially for them.

However, this approah interats very poorly with

garbage olletion that moves objets. It has to delay

the garbage olletion until it �nishes opying the ar-

ray to another bu�er beause garbage olletion may

move the Java objet that invalidates the address re-

turned by the JVM for an array. At present, most

JVMs use stop-the-world garbage olletion and this

ours only at ertain points. Hene, one an delay

the garbage olletion in the urrent JVMs. However,

onurrent garbage olletion poses a serious threat

to the orretness of this approah beause garbage

olletion an happen at any time. Note that .NET
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uses onurrent garbage olletion and soon JVMs

are also going to implement onurrent garbage ol-

letion to minimize the garbage olletion ost [26℄.

Hene, this approah is not appliable in the virtual

mahines that use onurrent garbage olletion even

though it minimizes the opying osts for simple ar-

ray types.

The type information returned by lass introspe-

tion methods an be ahed to redue lass intro-

spetion osts. However, the Sun JDK1.3 also uses

these optimizations in its serialization. Thus, we just

simply ompare our approah with the Sun JDK1.3

serialization implementation to evaluate the merits of

our approah.

4.1 Serialization

We argue that the best way to minimize opying and

lass introspetion osts is to implement serialization

in the virtual mahine where all the needed informa-

tion to serialize an objet is aessible heaply. Class

introspetion osts are minimized beause the virtual

mahine maintains information about lass �elds in

a very ompat way and we an use this informa-

tion diretly if the serialization is implemented in the

virtual mahine. Bu�ering osts are also minimized

beause objets an be aessed diretly in the vir-

tual mahine without going through the native inter-

fae that requires an extra opy. The virtual mahine

also provides handles, an indiret referene to objets,

for objets that are preserved during garbage olle-

tion. Hene, all the issues of inorretness due to

garbage olletion are eliminated by using these han-

dles. Note that this is not possible if the serialization

is implemented in native ode. Salient features of

our serialization design are desribed in the following

paragraphs.

Shared memory is the most eÆient interproess

ommuniation method for passing data between ap-

pliations on a single mahine beause this elimi-

nates operating system interferene one the shared

memory region is established. Hene, we use shared

memory to transfer the data between appliations.

Our implementation uses shared memory as a sim-

ple queue with lok primitives to synhronize the

reader and the writer proesses. The write pointer

points to the free loation in the bu�er and the read

pointer points to the next available data position in

the bu�er.

Serialization usually uses a small bu�er to serial-

ize small objets in order to minimize the frequent

usage of relatively high-ost interproess ommuni-

ation primitives. Shared memory is also ostly for

passing small data frequently beause of synhroniza-

tion. We avoided these bu�ering and synhronization

osts by using shared memory as a temporary bu�er.

The shared memory is aessed by two proesses only

and in eah of these proesses only one thread is able

to aess the shared memory beause of Java synhro-

nized methods. A thread reserves a small portion and

uses that as a temporary bu�er whenever it needs to

opy small data. The important point is that this

reservation does not move the read/write pointer so

that the other proess does not aess the temporary

bu�er until this thread releases the bu�er. Sine the

thread has exlusive aess to the temporary bu�er, it

does not require any synhronization while it aesses

the bu�er. As a result, it minimizes the ost of syn-

hronization. It also minimizes opying osts beause

only one opy is needed. The thread releases the tem-

porary bu�er one it �lls the temporary bu�er or it

ompletes the serialization. This release also moves

the read/write pointer so that the other proess an

aess the data as a big hunk of data.

Serialization �rst determines the serializable �elds

of an objet and then starts serializing those �elds.

The JVM primitive to aess �eld attributes is ostly

and required every time the objet is serialized. We

minimized these osts by ahing the identity of seri-

alizable �elds of a lass. We reate a small array that

has information about serializable �elds of a lass

when we �rst serialize an objet of the lass. This

array is stored in the lass struture to use in the

subsequent serialization of an objet of this lass.

Though we foused on eÆient serialization for the

multiple VM model, our approah also redue seri-

alization osts in the single VM model. Our serial-

ization is amenable to further improvements in the

single VM model, and we desribe one of them here.

One opy is required in the multiple VM model to

transfer data from one proess to another. The only

way to eliminate this opy is to somehow share an ap-

pliation's garbage olleted heap spae so that one
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proess an reate Java objets in another proess

and write diretly into those new objets. However,

this sharing of garbage olleted heap spae leads to

seurity problems that are similar to the native ode

problems in the single VM model. However, in the

single VM model, all appliations share the garbage

olleted heaps and the native ode has aess to re-

ate and write into the other appliation's garbage

olleted heap. Thus, our serialization an easily be

modi�ed to remove this one opy required in the mul-

tiple VM model to improve the serialization for the

single VM model.

4.2 Implementation status

We implemented the serialization optimization and

the required lasses to use it. The shared mem-

ory based stream bu�ers are also implemented. At

present, the shared memory stream is using the mu-

tex primitives provided by the JVM; ideally, we

would want to use the operating system provided syn-

hronization primitives diretly. In our experiments,

the reader and writer threads are running in a sin-

gle JVM. Thus, these synhronization primitives are

enough for the orretness. We still need to imple-

ment the support for the serializable and externaliz-

able interfaes that are used to ustomize the serial-

ization proess.

JVM alloation primitives always return zero-�lled

memory. This initialization ould be eliminated in

reading the simple array types beause we know that

this entire array is going to be initialized by serializa-

tion with orret values immediately. We did not im-

plement this optimization in the urrent implemen-

tation beause it required signi�ant hanges to the

alloation primitives even though this optimization

learly improves the read serialization ost.

4.3 Results

In this setion, we ompare our serialization opti-

mization to the standard JVM serialization with �le

and shared memory as stream bu�ers. The �le bu�er

is representative of the ase where the operating sys-

tem is involved in the ommuniation and shared

memory is representative of the ase where operat-

ing system is not involved in ommuniation. By

omparing results for these two bu�ering mehanisms
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we show that ommuniation that requires operat-

ing system involvement performs very poorly. This

validates our hoie of bu�ering mehanism, shared

memory. We hose simple a type array and binary

tree to evaluate various serialization mehanisms.

These two types represent simple and omplex ob-

jet types. Sine these two types are two ends of the

spetrum, we laim that results for other type of ob-

jets are also similar to the results presented in this

setion.

Figure 5 shows serialization osts to read a simple

integer array from the stream. As expeted, standard

serialization with shared memory bu�er performs an

order of magnitude better than the standard serial-

ization with �le bu�er. The main reason for this is

that �le bu�er requires one extra opy and system

all overhead. The new serialization performed ex-

tremely well, and it redues the serialization osts by

6 - 21 times in omparison with standard serialization

with a �le bu�er as a stream bu�er. It also redues

the serialization osts by 2.5 - 12.5 times ompared

with the standard serialization using shared memory

as a stream bu�er.

Figure 6 shows the serialization osts for writing a

simple integer array into the stream. These results

are very similar to the serialization osts for read-

ing objets. We also ompared our serialization with

loning beause it is the best opying mehanism that

is available in the single VM model for basi type ar-

rays. We assumed the read ost for loning is zero

beause loning is one operation and we haraterize

the entire loning ost as a writing ost. One interest-

ing point is that our ombined read and write serial-

ization osts performed better than loning for larger

integer arrays. In loning, the JVM marks ards that

are used in garbage olletion one it opied the array

irrespetive of the array type. This operation added

additional overhead to loning, and our serialization

eliminates this ost for basi type arrays beause we

know that basi type arrays do not have any objet

referenes. As expeted, our serialization performed

muh better than the standard serialization.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the read and write

serialization osts for a omplete binary tree with in-

tegers as data in eah node. Our optimized serializa-

tion performed an order of magnitude better than the

standard serialization. In these �gures, we also om-

pared our approah with the ustomized marshaling

ode using a shared memory based bu�ering serial-

ization. As explained earlier, ustomized marshaling

routines redues lass introspetion osts. However,

the ustomization only marginally improves the ost

over the standard serialization.

Our new serialization improves serialization osts

an order of magnitude over standard serialization for

both types of objets beause of better bu�ering and

more eÆient primitives to aess objet data and

type information. Sine these two objet types rep-

resent two ends of the spetrum of di�erent kinds

of objets, we expet that our serialization will also

perform similarly for other types of objets.

5 Conlusions

In this paper, we presented an intermediate model

for supporting multiple appliations in virtual ma-

hine environments for desktop operating systems.

We argue that appliations should take advantage

of the protetion features and resoure management

provided by the operating system and exeute eah

appliation in its own virtual mahine proess. How-

ever, to failitate ode reuse, redue appliation ini-

tialization time, and failitate interproess ommu-

niation among appliations in di�erent virtual ma-

hines, we proposed extending virtual mahine imple-

14



mentations with the use of a shared lass ahe and an

eÆient serialization implementation optimized for

loal mahine interproess ommuniation.

To explore the feasibility of our model, we designed

and implemented a shared lass ahe and optimized

lass serialization in the Java virtual mahine. To

demonstrate its e�etiveness, we evaluated our im-

plementation using a set of ommon Java applia-

tions and miro-benhmarks. From our evaluation,

we �nd that ommon Java appliations share up to

75% of their lasses, and show that a shared lass

ahe an redue appliation initialization time by up

to 72{90%. We also show that a lass serialization im-

plementation optimized for loal ommuniation an

redue ommuniation osts by fators of 2.5{12.

We note that our lass sharing ahe stores lass

data struture and byte ode only. The ode gener-

ated by JIT ompilers is not shared in our urrent

implementation, and the overhead of JIT ompila-

tion ould be minimized by ahing partial results of

previous ompilations [14℄. Another solution to re-

due this overhead is to share the ompiled ode as

desribed in [2℄. The ode generated by the JIT om-

piler is very spei� to the urrent exeution of the

program and lasses loaded till that time. Hene, the

JIT generated ode may not be optimum ode for an-

other appliation. A more detailed study is needed

to understand e�etiveness of re-usability of JIT gen-

erated ode.

Finally, we note that Java RMI ould be modi�ed

to take advantage of our serialization to improve its

performane. A similar study showed that 2 - 8 times

improvement for small benhmarks [1℄.
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